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1 Introduction

There is no doubt that today’s industrial environments are highly automated, at least in the first two layers of the ISA95 automation pyramid. The most basic layer, named Field Level, includes devices, actuators, and sensors. The Control level is immediate above, and accounts with PLCs and PIDs to control such devices. Programming PLCs and PIDs is typically done by means of integrated development environments (IDEs) that comply with international standards IEC 61131-3 [1] and IEC 61499 [2]. Rarely this kind of system does not make use of SCADA (supervisory control and data acquisition) in a third Supervisory layer.

The IEC 61131-3 standard [1] addresses PLC programming, including four programming languages and sequential function charts (SFC). It helps migrating software developed for one PLC type to PLCs of other vendors. Targeting distributed systems, the IEC 61499 standard [2] replaces the cyclic execution model of IEC 61131 by an event-driven execution model, which allows an explicit specification of the execution order of function blocks (FB). Both standards do not address equipment specification semantics.

To cope with procedures for automating continuous process operations there is the ISA 106 standard [3], which is typically deployed at the Supervisory level. Examples of commercial tools therefore are Exapilot from Yokogawa and GenSym G2 from Ignite Technologies. The present work stands at this layer, and makes use of a proprietary tool with similar goals named MPA [4].

Another common need in automation systems, specially when advanced control techniques come to play, is performing simulations. Examples of tools for such purposes are Labview, Matlab/Simulink, and Modelica-based (like Dymola and OpenModelica). These tools provide powerful simulation cores, and also provide a vast library of components that allow designers to build virtually every system or system element they want to. It happens, however, that there is no specific semantics for equipment specification.

Considering an automation plant, the lack of semantics for equipment specification brings difficulties for representing this same automation plant in the different software de-
The work presented in this paper targets the integration of different perspectives in petrochemical industry automation through a tool support built on the Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) paradigm. MDE is built on widespread techniques in Systems and Software Engineering, presenting the following main characteristics: (1) uses models in all the phases of software development to improve understanding; (2) raises the abstraction level of software system specifications, hiding platform-specific details; (3) develops Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs) and frameworks to suit a domain; and (4) applies transformations to automate repetitive activities and improve product quality derived from Software Engineering (e.g., source code, libraries, processes, etc.). In other words, MDE proposes representation of diverse artifacts through modeling and tool support.

This paper presents M4PIA (Model-Driven Engineering for Petrochemical Industry Automation), which consists of an infrastructure and tool support to help the design of advanced control applications for the Petrochemical Industry. An evaluation of the proposal is also presented. Therefore, the remainder parts of this paper are organized as follows: Section 2 presents background information that motivates this research, highlighting the application domain and related works. Section 3 details the proposed M4PIA infrastructure and tool support. Section 4 shows the evaluation method employed for assessment. Section 5 details M4PIA assessment and presented obtained results. Section 6 highlights our conclusions and future works perspective.

2 Background

2.1 Advanced Control in the Petrochemical Industry

This work targets the design of advanced control strategies for the Petrochemical Industry. The advanced control does not intend to control the automation plant devices (valves, motors, etc) located in the Field Level of the automation plant. This low-level control should be done by the regulatory control in the upper, Control level, that executes on the PLCs. The advanced control stands at the Supervisory level.

For example, let us analyze the design cycle of an advanced control system for oil extraction platforms. Initially, designers should create a software-in-the-loop (SIL) environment, where the phenomena to be controlled (e.g. gas compression) is "executed" within a simulation tool (Labview, Simulink, Modelica) that communicates with the control software executing in the same hardware platform that will be used in the final system. Here, the automation plant elements are represented twice: (1) in the simulation model and (2) in the control software.

Before deploying the control system under design in the operational environment (the oil extraction platform), tests are typically performed in a hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) environment. At this point, instead of communicating the control system directly with the simulation tool, it must interact with the same hardware (PLCs) and software (drivers) that are used in the operational environment - here the PLCs communicate with the simulator. The communication between control software and PLCs is typically done by means of some kind of bridge, for instance OPC drivers. Using this kind of structure brings the need of creating a third plant representation, which stands for the supervisory software. A fourth plant representation could be used if an specific simulator is adopted in the HIL environment, which is something common in the oil industry. In theory, if the HIL implementation passes all tests, the control system is ready to be implemented in the operational environment.

Given such scenario, the problem under consideration in our work concerns providing a solution to optimize the long time needed to model the equipment in different software development tools (and languages). It also should reduce possible inconsistencies generated when moving from one model to the other. It is important to provide interoperability among such plant representations.

The development starting point of the proposed infrastructure was the analysis of a system called MPA (acronym for Automated Procedures Module). MPA software platform is widely used by the development team of Petrobras in the operation and control of several oil platforms and refineries. It can be used for simulation purposes and also to control the operation of real systems. In order to maximize the gains from using a MDE approach, it was also analyzed the system called EMSO (Environment for Modeling, Simulation and Optimization), a platform used for modeling and simulating chemical processes.

2.1.1 MPA Operation and Control Software

MPA software was developed for oil platforms automation in order to support the development and execution of industrial control and automation applications. This software was developed by Tecgraf/PUC-Rio Institute under request of Petrobras S.A.

Automation is performed through operation maneuvers of plant equipment. Basically, MPA consists of an execution server and a configuration and management application. In the latter, industrial plants are modeled using object-orientation and diagrams are used to define the maneuvers in the respective plant. The server is responsible for executing the configured operation maneuvers in the diagrams and handles the equipment interacting with the supervisory system through OPC (OLE for Process Control) communication bridges.

Currently, processes equipment are modeled directly in LUA programming language as classes in the application’s pre-configuration phase. In this phase, attributes and methods of each class are defined, i.e., of each type of equipment. One equipment can be used to compose another, being modeled as its attribute. Equipment classes are described in a pre-configuration file and loaded at the MPA configuration stage. The developer uses such info to define the plant equipment instantiation and to model the execution diagrams, in flow language, which describes the operating maneuvers of plant equipment, i.e., the sequence of equipment functions execution. Plant and flow files are saved separately in other file formats.
The infrastructure proposed in this paper is able to simplify the pre-configuration phase by generating code automatically, reducing the time spent in conceptual modeling for new plants or even guiding the development of similar supervision and control applications, reusing existing models by including, extending, or modifying them.

2.1.2 EMSO Simulation Software

EMSO [8] is a tool for modeling and simulating dynamic processes based on equations. It is part of a project maintained by a consortium of Brazilian universities and national petrochemical companies.

The EMSO platform is composed by a graphical interface and its own object-oriented modeling/programming language. Such language was created from the combination of the best modeling characteristics found in existing languages, resulting in a simpler language with a better code reusability.

EMSO modeling language is composed of three major entities: models, devices, and flowsheets. Model is the mathematical description of a device. Device is an instance of the model and represents a real process equipment. Flowsheet represents the process to be analyzed, which is composed of a set of devices. A model development in EMSO consists of defining a class of a real equipment or a part of a process. Model can be composed of parameters, variables, equations, initial conditions, and sub-models and can be based on a pre-existing one, only adding new functionalities.

The graphical user interface allows developers to create models, build flowcharts, check project consistency, execute simulations and visualize the results. The software has several consistency analysis of the model and the whole process to be simulated, including: initial conditions consistency, measurement units, and system of equations solvability. The platform is multithread, which allows real-time simulations to run more than one simulation at the same time.

The proposed solution aims to support equipment models by generating automatic codes and to maintain a correct correspondence between plants to be controlled by other applications and their simulated processes in EMSO for tuning tests and validation of control proposals.

2.2 Challenges Related with MDE Usage

Using MDE in the present work comes from the fact that it is a software development methodology with emphasis on the domain specification models, allowing to improve productivity, system understanding, and its maintenance and evolution. MDE paradigm proposes applications described through models at different levels of abstraction using standards such as the UML (Unified Modeling Language). More than just conceptual design, the produced models can be interpreted by automation tools that can generate schemas, code skeletons, and tests for multiple platforms. Definitions of more abstract layers provide formal basis for structuring lower-layer models. Thus, it is possible to facilitate design decisions and to build artifacts automatically from models, reducing development times and costs.

Additionally, MDE has been used to support software systems development in both academia [9]–[11] and industry [12]–[19]. Among the benefits credited to MDE, Mohagheghi et al. [20] highlight the following: shortened development time and increased productivity; improved software quality; automation through generation of code and other artifacts; provision of a common framework for software development across the company and lifecycle phases; maintenance and evolution; improved communication and information sharing among stakeholders. MDE is especially interesting for scenarios involving systems that should be made available on multiple platforms [21].

However, developing software systems with MDE is not trivial. Besides the development of domain specific languages, it requires an automated process, including transformation scripts that connects MDE resources, such as refinement tools and model-based operations [22]. In special, these works need specific assessment for their pieces, such as for DSLs, as well as for their integration promoted by model transformations. In this sense, Mohagheghi et al. [14] go beyond and also expose the criteria that led companies to adopt MDE. Such criteria involve the abstraction level that hides details, communicating with non-technical staff, as well as model-based simulation, execution, and test. In other words, a feature analysis is required.

2.3 Related Works

The idea to use object-orientation towards developing industrial automation systems is not new. For instance, in [23], the authors presented an environment that allowed to make object-oriented modeling of plant equipment in order to further make automatic code generation. Even though the proposal was conceptually very interesting, it did not make use of standard modeling languages (at that time UML was emerging), so that it could not be adapted to current standards. More up-to-date standards were used by Thrampoulidis in [24], but the focus of that work was not on the static-structure of the plants but on their their dynamic behavior, specially targeting implementation on PLCs. In fact that was an anticipation of the recent IEC-61131-3 standard [1], which covers the use of object-oriented programming on PLCs.

Other related works only covered partially the issues presented in this paper. In chemical engineering domain, for instance, Becker [25] presented an UML-based framework for building integration tools that help developers in change propagation for maintaining inter-document consistency, focusing on relationships between flow sheets, that describe chemical processes and its simulation models. MindCSP solution [26] focuses on specifying the autonomic behavior of cyber-physical systems by its sensor-actuator networks and the autonomic control loops (monitor/analyze/plan/execute). Another example of approach that supports development of industrial control applications is the AUKOTON process [27], based on the UML Automation Profile, uses profile’s concepts to represent the requirements, functionality and structure of the control applications, including requirements of stakeholders, alarm events, and control algorithms such PID, fuzzy and MPC. Other relevant applications of MDE are referenced in a state-of-the-art review of software engineering in industrial automation [28]. However, so far there is no other related work on MDE application with focus
on the generic definition of industrial plants equipment for sharing between different software: control, operation, and simulation platforms. This gap is fulfilled by the proposal presented in this paper.

3 Proposed M4PIA Infrastructure

The proposed M4PIA infrastructure is composed by: 1) domain specific languages, which intends to abstract three levels that hides details from implementation; 2) two sets of model transformations supporting automated model integration between these three DSLs; and 3) two sets of code generators. Everything is developed under the same Eclipse ecosystem, including the Eclipse Modelling Framework (EMF) [29], the Accelero model transformation engine for code generator [30], and QVTo as a mean to make transformations between different metamodels [31].

A model in MDE represents part of a function, structure, or behavior of a system. The domain knowledge necessary to design M4PIA was acquired by the analysis of a significant set of applications designed on different software platforms from the petrochemical industry, seeking to identify typical requirements and behaviors of these systems. Understanding different applications provide the ability to differentiate general structures, the invariant domain aspects, from the specific structures, the variable aspects. Successive analysis and synthesis steps converged to the generic domain design model that was created.

In a model-driven engineering method, a high level of abstraction is typically used in the application development. The system development process in MDE starts with the highest abstraction model and decreases through properly defined transformations (model refinement). There are two MDE abstraction levels used in the present work: a platform independent viewpoint, the Platform Independent Model (PIM) and specific platform viewpoints, the Platform Specific Model (PSM).

In a new application development its PIM model is created according to the provided metamodel (constructed based on domain conceptual analysis), then the PSM model is automatically generated by a Model-to-Model transformation (M2M), based on the PIM model and according to the PSM metamodel. Lastly, the platform-specific source code is generated from the PSM through an automatic Model-to-Text transformation (M2T). This process is illustrated in Figure 1.

M4PIA infrastructure is built as support for the MDE of equipment class definition, so that applications for operation, control, and simulation platforms for the petrochemical industry can be created. The proposed solution was implemented in the EMF (Eclipse Modeling Framework) tool [29], in Eclipse Oxygen environment. The first and fundamental element built is the M4PIA metamodel, a PIM metamodel that represents the entire domain of the desired applications to be created, independently of its implementation platform. Then the PSM metamodels were constructed, defining the specificities of each supported platform. Based on metamodels, it was defined the M2M transformations from PIM model to PSM models and, at last, the M2T transformations for the automatic source code generation from each PSM model.

3.1 M4PIA Metamodel

The identification and analysis of petrochemical industry applications allowed the definition of a set of generic elements, capable of being shared by a wide range of industrial automation systems. This set of elements are materialized by means of a metamodel named M4PIA. Our aim is that M4PIA metamodel can contribute substantially for the implementation of new systems from such application domain, targeting reusability and facilitating automatic code generation.

The developed M4PIA metamodel is presented here through a class diagram designed using the Eclipse Modeling Framework and its Ecore metamodel, similar to UML. The proposed class diagram is shown in Figure 2. The representation shows a set of classes, interfaces, and collaborations, with their respective relationships, expressing results of the structure and requirements analysis of the problem domain and its components. Model constraints were specified using OCL (Object Constraint Language). The main metamodel elements are detailed next.

An entity is defined as the most elemental unit of the proposed model. The Entity class is considered abstract and only provides a basic structure for the more specialized classes in the hierarchy. A Project is instantiated and can be composed of several Files. These can be imported as libraries, ImportedFile, or be an entity group to have their source code generated by the infrastructure, GeneratedFile.

An Equipment is a type of entity that can contain attributes and methods, defined as specific classes to reflect physical characteristics and functions performed by the equipment in a plant.

The abstract class Variable represents a logical variable and can be NonTyped or Typed. Typed variables can be EquipmentType or BaseType, more specifically Real, Integer, Boolean, or String.

The Method class is a Function specialization and has exclusive connection to an Equipment. The Function class represents a logical entity that can either represent a high-level operation (in the physical domain of the plant) or a low-level (in the application domain). A function can have multiple Variable instances associated, acting as parameters or results, as well as may have a language and an associated code, which textually describes the instruction desired for the interpreter.
An equipment Attribute is a specific case of Variable which is allowed, through the relationships hierarchy, to assume a type that can be another Equipment. This aspect guarantees to the metamodel the ability to reproduce scenarios where there are natural recursions in relationships between equipment, i.e., an equipment or a machine that has other equipment as an attribute. For example, a specific type Compressor can be used as one of the attributes of a Compression System, both devices being instantiated by the Equipment class.

Furthermore in the Attribute context, there is a permission management for read or write operations, as highlighted in the Access class. New data types can be defined through the DeclaredType entity, based on basic types, and can be used as the basis for variables and attributes as well. For example, it is possible to declare a new type Positive Real and set a real type attribute Position of an equipment Valve based on the Positive Real type.

3.2 MPA and EMSO Metamodels

Given that the generic M4PIA metamodel was obtained through the analysis of the specific software platforms, the specific metamodels for each software are similar to the generic one and the main differences between them are further highlighted.

The PSM for MPA, or simply MPA metamodel, is depicted in Figure 3. The Component element corresponds to Entities in M4PIA. In addition to Equipment, the Class component can also be specified as PointClass, considered on the platform as a data type. Variable and Attribute classes are not abstract and must have an associated Type. Possible types are BasicType, point classes, and equipment. MPA basic types instances are imported automatically at the beginning of each project, they are: Real, Integer, Logical, and Textual. Four instances of native MPA point classes are also imported: Real Point, Integer Point, Logical Point, and Textual Point, each with its attributes.

In the MPA platform, codes are not exclusive related with functions, classes and files can also be composed by Codes. File codes are used to import components of the DLL, declaring the available DLLFunctions and their DLLParameters.

The second PSM developed is the EMSO metamodel, which is presented in Figure 4. Since EMSO is a simulation platform, mathematical models of the equipment, or Devices, are instantiated through the Model class. Functions are always related to a model as Equations. In this specific domain, Variable is an Attribute specialization and represents the variable attributes of the models and Parameter the constant ones. Variables cannot assume a textual type, but textual parameters can be instantiated through a Switcher. Flowsheet entities with their Devices and Connections, parameter Estimation and process Optimization were not considered primordial for the equipment description domain and are not specified at this stage of the project.

3.3 M2M and M2T Transformations

For each PSM supported by M4PIA infrastructure it is necessary to define the respective transformations. Transformations can be either model-to-model (M2M) or model-to-text (M2T). In M2M transformations the elements specified in the PIM model are mapped to elements from a specific PSM. M2M are implemented in our work using the Eclipse QVTo tool, an implementation of the standard
Figure 3: Elements of MPA metamodel

Figure 4: Elements of EMSO metamodel
OMG model transformation language QVTo (Operational Query/View/Transformation). The M2T transformations are developed specifically for each target platform. They are target in this work by using the Eclipse Acceleo tool for templates definitions and have as output the application source code ready to be used.

The explanation regarding each PSM metamodel provided in the previous section provide readers a good overview about the adopted M2M transformation rules, i.e., how the elements of the M4PIA metamodel (Fig. 2) map to the MPA metamodel (Fig. 5) and to the EMSO metamodel (Fig. 5). The M2T transformations are target in this work by using the Eclipse Acceleo tool for templates definitions and have as output the application source code ready to be used.

4 Evaluation Method

This section describes the evaluation method used to allow analyzing the completeness and applicability of the proposed infrastructure. Our goal is to capture the perception of M4PIA users in performing a characterization of the features associated with this MDE-based approach. By achieving this goal, it would allow us to understand whether the concepts introduced in M4PIA infrastructure really have potential in terms of technology, thus providing evidence of quality attributes associated with all the developed tools.

This evaluation, therefore, attempts an empirical study type “feature analysis-experiment” [33], in a quantitative and qualitative experiment format. It allows providing evidences of suitability, very common for assessing tool support in computer science.

4.1 Context Selection

The context of this study is the academy, a first trial of in-vitro approach, with half of participants working in industry. The experiment captures the perceptions of individuals to measure the value of a technology in a real problem. It is applied with nine master students and two undergrad students from the Federal University of Pampa (Unipampa), all them with good knowledge on tool selection and software acquisition. This context configures a good sample, since students were introduced in the MDE theme, with desirable features from these tools. Therefore, it characterizes a good scenario to evaluate two main quality attributes for suitability that could be associated with the proposed tool support: completeness and applicability.

4.2 Experiment Design

No randomization and balancing: The subjects are not randomly placed into groups (not a randomized block design), so that only one design approach is performed by the same number of subjects. Thus, the goal is not to compare DSLs or code generators.

Blocking: The selected subjects for this quasi-experiment had different backgrounds in modeling systems, but no background in modeling petrochemical systems. Thus, to minimize the effect of eventual differences in experiences, the subjects received the same training. We also defined whether a subject is inexperienced or experienced, applying a survey, prior to the experiment, to qualify the subject background on the problem domain.

Instrumentation: It was provided a configured version of the Eclipse IDE with M4PIA plugins. The subjects installed this version in their notebooks in Windows or Linux. Then, we provided video tutorials in mp4 format, composed by: 1) A long duration video (75 minutes) depicting the proposed infrastructure, the needs and the proposed solution, 2) A second video (15 minutes) demonstrating how to use the Eclipse IDE, and 3) A third Video (25 minutes) demonstrating how to design a model using the proposed approach. Six other video-tutorials complement the other quantitative part of this experiment, focusing in evaluating specific design and codification tasks. However, they are irrelevant for the present evaluation, which focuses in presenting the feature analysis experiment.

4.3 Variables

Two sets of independent variables are used: (1) EMSO, MPA, and M4PIA; (2) Academic Experience and Industrial Experience. Besides, two dependent variables are used: Completeness and Applicability.

4.4 Data Analysis

Applicability: a survey to measure the quality attributes from the experience along design and transformation tasks. Completeness: a coverage analysis of the main features considered important in MDE including the following.

4.4.1 Desirable Features from MDE Tools

Feature 1: Platform independence: Also known as PIM support [33], it evaluates the capacity to model the PIM application at a high abstract level.

Feature 2: Multiview representation: Also known as PSM support [33], it evaluates the capacity to automatically generate a PSM model for a chosen target platform.

Feature 3: Platform adherence: Also defined in [33], it states whether multiple target platforms are supported.

Feature 4: Evolution: Also known as Application evolution (Changeability) [33], [34], observes if model changes should be done in PIM level and implies new execution of transformations.

Feature 5: Interoperability: Relates to model import/export (tool interoperability) [33], observes the support for exporting models in XMI format.

Feature 6: Flexibility: From [33], accounts for the flexibility to change the transformation process and model refinements.

Feature 7: Correctness: From [33], accounts for model validation in order to check consistency with its metamodel.

Feature 8: Expressiveness: Also called completeness [33] [35], observe if all domain concepts are needed.

Feature 9: Traceability: From [33], accounts for models traceability.

Feature 10: Reverse engineering: From [33], accounts for Code-to-model and PSM-to-PIM transformations.
**Feature 11: Built on standards:** From [33], accounts for the use of standardized technologies.

**Feature 12: Well defined concepts:** Adopted from [33], observes if there are no contradictions between concepts of the models.

**Feature 13: Code generation:** Feature from [35], accounts for how complete is the generated application code.

### 4.4.2 Metrics

Metrics for estimating the completeness of the features:

\[
CF_x = 1 - ((44 - Cov) / 44)
\]

Where CFx is the completeness for a feature x, 44 is the maximum value rank for each feature, and Cov is the computed by:

\[
Cov = (TD + PD + NA + PA + TA)
\]

Where Cov is the coverage for a feature, as the sum of the following values posted by each respondent: TD is 0 (zero) and replaces the survey value for “Totally disagree”; PD is 1 (one) and replaces the survey value for “Partially disagree”; NA is 2 (two) and replaces the survey value for “Not agree or disagree”; PA is 3 (three) and replaces the survey value for “Partially agree”, and; TA is 4 (four) and replaces the survey value for “Totally agree”;

Thus, at the end of the quasi-experiment, a questionnaire was filled out in a Google Forms, were the participants should rate different criteria, where those for feature analysis are built on a five point Likert scale (0=worst, 4=best) for the analysis of the proposed infrastructure.

### 5 M4PIA Assessment

In order to evaluate the applicability of the proposed solution, this section presents the impressions noticed by the 11 users previously mentioned. Such impressions were collected after the users modeled a simplified Gas Compression System (GCS). The model was further used to generate the control software in the MPA tool and the simulation software in the EMSO tool. All related development, including the PIM model design and the transformation executions, was done within the Eclipse environment.

The simplified GCS consists of one surge tank (a knockout drum with a flaring valve), one output header, and two one-stage compressors. A stage of a compressor has one heat exchanger, one suction drum, one compression element, and one recycle valve. The output header has one exportation valve and two gas-lift output valves. Such system is illustrated in Figure 5. The present case study has 11 equipment, with a total of 36 attributes and 2 methods.

The work in the Eclipse tool can be summarized as follows. After creating a new project, the designer must create a PIM using the Eclipse tree structure. To illustrate how the designer interacts with Eclipse, Figure 5 shows the instantiation of three equipments from the GCS: Compression Element, Compressor, and Compression System. The former contains the following attributes: Flow, Suction/Discharge Pressures, and Suction/Discharge Temperatures. The latter has as attributes: Power, Surge Tank, Output Header, and a List of Compressors. It also has the method Calculate Power of the Compression System.

To model an equipment on both MPA and EMSO software platforms, the developers should seek out for generalization. For example, a compression system may have one or more compressors and a compressor may have one or more stages. Hierarchy is also highly desired, for example, a valve can be specialized in pressure relief or control valve, just as a tank can be specialized in surge tank or just a knockout drum. Given that in EMF the PIM is developed using a tree structure, as shown in Figure 6, the UML class diagram from Figure 7 was created to better illustrate the designed PIM.
After the PIM model development, the M2M transformations for MPA and EMSO platforms were performed. The PSM models were refined according to the specificity of each platform and it was possible to automatically generate the necessary source code to implement the compression system on the target platforms by applying the M2T transformations. In total, 245 effective lines of code were automatically generated for MPA and 117 for EMSO. One should recall that effective LOC means that comments and blank lines are not counted.

5.1 Preliminary Analysis

The system developed on this study can be considered small if compared to other existing applications, which can be five times bigger. In order to better illustrate the impact that the use of M4PIA can have on the development of the applications of this domain it is shown some data from a native MPA application example, which aims the detection and treatment of hydrate plug formation in gas pipelines of a floating production storage and offloading (FPSO). The numbers presented in Table 1 allow us to observe that an application with 50% more equipment classes (right on the table) can have twice the total amount of attributes and more than 12 times the number of methods. Observing the numbers regarding LOCs, the FPSO application is above 1K LOC. So it is not difficult to conclude that generating such code automatically – like M4PIA infrastructure does – can potentially save many working hours.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class of Equipment</th>
<th>GCS</th>
<th>FPSO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Amount of Attributes</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Amount of Methods</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Lines of Code (LOC) - MPA</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>1,293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instantiated Equipment</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instantiated Control Points</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>2,428</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Feature Analysis

In the following it is present data collected through a feature analysis, which allowed us to understand participants perceptions about the overall M4PIA infrastructure. The goal is to understand initial expectations of the overall approach introduced in the first video, so that their perception could help on the execution of the controlled experiment.

Figure 8 provides the answers to the analysis of Feature 1 - The approach allows to: model the application at platform independent level (PIM), at a high level of abstraction of the target problem used in the implementation (simulation, supervision, operation and control of industrial plants of the petrochemical industry. In this sense, nine from eleven students agree that this is an important feature provided in M4PIA infrastructure.

Figure 9 provides the answers to the analysis of Feature 2 - The approach allows: automatic generation of the platform-specific model (PSM) for the chosen target problem (simulation, supervision, operation and control of industrial plants in the petrochemical industry). Thus, nine from eleven students agree that this is an important feature provided by the infrastructure.

Figure 10 provides the answers to the analysis of Feature 3 - The approach allows: automatic generation of code for multiple target platforms. Seven participants agree that this is an important feature provided by the infrastructure, where five of them only partially agree. Thus, feature 3 should be planned for improvement.

Figure 11 provides the answers to the analysis of Feature 4 - The approach supports the evolution of applications through model to model and model to code transformations. In this sense, nine from eleven students agree that this is an important feature provided by the M4PIA infrastructure. In fact, evolution is one of the greatest benefits promoted by MDE approaches for automated integration [14], and M4PIA is on a solid ground to allow this feature for their future users.
Figure 11: Analysis of Feature 4: Evolution

Figure 12 provides the answers to the analysis of Feature 5 - The approach supports model interoperability. That is, it is evaluated whether these are exported and imported in a standard way, such as those provided by OMG. Seven agree that this is an important feature provided by the infrastructure, where five of them only partially agree. Three answers were uncertain, and this is because OMG supports lots of other standards not handled in M4PIA.

Figure 13: Analysis of Feature 5: Interoperability

Figure 14: Analysis of Feature 7: Correctness

Figure 15 provides the answers to the analysis of Feature 6 - The approach supports flexibility to change the transformation process and model refinements. Eight respondents agree that this is an important feature that should be provided by the infrastructure. Three answers were also uncertain, and this is because they did not scale the problem through the demonstration.

Figure 16: Analysis of Feature 6: Flexibility

Figure 17 provides the answers to the analysis of Feature 8 - The approach is expressive and allows to express all the concepts of the represented problem domain. Nine from eleven respondents agree that this is a design feature associated with M4PIA. Thus, since the ability of express domain concepts is a requirement for DSL development, we conclude that the provided metamodels satisfy the modeling needs of the presented context.

Figure 18: Analysis of Feature 8: Expressiveness

Figure 19 provides the answers to the analysis of Feature 9 - The approach supports the traceability of models. Nine from eleven respondents agree that this is a design feature associated with M4PIA. Trace is promoted through model-to-model transformations and are used for configuration management issues.

Figure 20: Analysis of Feature 9: Traceability

Figure 21 provides the answers to the analysis of Feature 10 - The approach supports reverse engineering from code to model. This statement was detected as an issue from the current version of M4PIA. This feature is only implemented as a preliminary version of the infrastructure developed in ANTLr parser, not included in the provided Eclipse experimental package. In order to configure a reverse engineering into the Eclipse package, we are starting the development of reverse engineering using...
MODISCO. So the answers for this feature analysis were also confused.

Figure 17: Analysis of Feature 10: Reverse engineering support.

Figure 18 provides the answers to the analysis of Feature 11 - The approach is heavily based on standards for building DSLs and model transformations. Nine from eleven respondents agree that this is an important feature associated with M4PIA. One of the answers reasoned that the adopted technologies is not a benefit.

Figure 18: Analysis of Feature 11: Built on standards

Figure 19 provides the answers to the analysis of Feature 12 - There are no contradictions between the concepts of models in the M4PIA infrastructure. Here only five agree that the metamodels are well characterized, while five are still confused and suggested that they would have a stronger position with a better characterization of the context from the Petrochemical industry.

Figure 19: Analysis of Feature 12: Focused domain specific entities

Figure 20 provides the answers to the analysis of Feature 13 - The complete application code can be generated. Six from eleven respondents agree that this is an important feature associated with M4PIA. Almost half the respondents or disagree or did not have sufficient information to conclude about that.

Figure 20: Analysis of Feature 13: Code generation

5.3 Final Remarks

Figure 21 presents the coverage analysis of the features after applying the metric. The highest possible score for each feature is 44. Figure 23 shows the dispersion boxplot graph. Therefore, these graph demonstrates that M4PIA infrastructure is considered relevant for the stated problem.

Figure 21: Coverage analysis of all the features

Finally, Table 2 presents the analysis of completeness of each analyzed feature. This data is also shown in Figure 22. The average of results from coverage is 72.73%, a good index suggesting the relevance to the MDE context. Thus, this suggests that we are on the way to achieve benefits reported by other MDE studies as well [14].

Figure 22: Completeness analysis of all the features.

5.4 Threats to Validity

As discussed by [32], studies of applicability using feature analysis experiment are usually target of the following
Table 2: Analysis of completeness after the feature analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature 1</th>
<th>Feature 2</th>
<th>Feature 3</th>
<th>Feature 4</th>
<th>Feature 5</th>
<th>Feature 6</th>
<th>Feature 7</th>
<th>Feature 8</th>
<th>Feature 9</th>
<th>Feature 10</th>
<th>Feature 11</th>
<th>Feature 12</th>
<th>Feature 13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uncovered</td>
<td>22.73%</td>
<td>20.45%</td>
<td>34.09%</td>
<td>22.73%</td>
<td>31.82%</td>
<td>27.27%</td>
<td>27.27%</td>
<td>22.73%</td>
<td>18.18%</td>
<td>43.18%</td>
<td>20.45%</td>
<td>34.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covered</td>
<td>77.27%</td>
<td>79.55%</td>
<td>65.91%</td>
<td>77.27%</td>
<td>68.18%</td>
<td>72.73%</td>
<td>72.73%</td>
<td>77.27%</td>
<td>81.82%</td>
<td>56.82%</td>
<td>79.55%</td>
<td>65.91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 23: Boxplot of the analyzed features

5.4.1 Construct Validity

Feature analysis presents social threats to construct validity. In order to mitigate the Hypothesis guessing, before executing the experiment we: 1) presented the context of the problem; 2) presented the context of MDE tools; and 3) presented our goals, where we would evaluate their intuitiveness in using the M4PIA approach for each planned task along three different phases. These experimental tools were also important to mitigate the other two threats: Evaluation apprehension and Experimenter expectations. In order to mitigate the apprehension threat, an external executor for this quasi-experiment was used (the third author). This makes the study less biased, avoiding the interest in positive results, which could occur when the study is executed by the tool creators. The experiment executor also ensured the selection of subjects without any expectation about the evaluated tool, making clear their responsibility in feature analysis to rank M4PIA accordingly to the thirteen best MDE practices.

5.4.2 Internal Validity

This study was planned as a controlled experiment to be executed in three distinct phases: 1) the first one is to test the applicability of M4PIA; 2) the second one is the manual execution of the overall process, scoping design and codification tasks, performed without M4PIA; and 3) the last is the execution of the process with M4PIA. Along the execution of the first phase in the first trial, we observed that the internal validity threat called “mortality” would happen for the next phases due to the scarce available time from subjects. In order to mitigate this threat, and thus ensuring we would not loose subjects, we decided that participants could execute the experiment at home along three weeks. In this sense, they followed the video tutorials for execution of each requested task in a quasi-experiment rather than a fully controlled experiment, as initially planned. Therefore, in order to ensure the internal validity, the independent variable “time to accomplish each task” was not used.

5.4.3 External Validity

The results observed for feature analysis of M4PIA infrastructure are not generalized yet. For a such, we would need to repeat this study with, at least, three other subject profiles: 1) experts in physical plants presented on the development of simulation, control, and supervisory applications for the petrochemical industry; 2) experts both in physical plants and MDE; and 3) experts both in physical plants, MDE and software acquisition. Likewise, the threat “interaction of selection and treatment” was not mitigated, and will not gonna be while this experiment is not repeated with different subject profiles. Since our subjects are not experts in the problem domain, i.e. they are trainees in physical plants adopted by petrochemical industry, but they are experts in Software Engineering tool selection and software acquisition discipline, this study is also target of the threat “interaction of setting and treatment”. We mitigated this threat through nine video-tutorials, shared in the experimental package, which by the way are considered of high instructive quality.

5.4.4 Conclusion Validity

This study presents an associated threat, which is its low statistical power, as the evaluation presented was applied to only eleven participants. It happens that, for a feature analysis, the random heterogeneity of the subjects compensates the low statistical power, as it provides different perspectives.
when evaluating the tool. Likewise, the subjects present two distinct evaluators profiles: half working on companies as professional software engineers and half characterized as students, where two of them are finishing the undergraduate school in Software Engineering. Thus, our conclusions are moderated and drawn accordingly to the statistical power provided.

6 Conclusions and Future Works

The current paper presented M4PIA, an MDE solution that facilitates the design and development of equipment classes for simulation, control, and operation of applications devoted to the petrochemical industry. It contains three metamodels, which is a rich material in respect to formalizing the representation of the elements that constitute petrochemical plants and the related control structure. These metamodels, together with the developed model transformation engines, serve to provide automatic code generation.

The conducted evaluation showed that the majority of the 13 features considered important in the scope of MDE are properly covered by the proposed M4PIA. Solutions to improve those features that were not highly ranked, like reverse engineering, are already under development. Moreover, as future work it is possible to state that M4PIA should evolve towards allowing even non-programmers (like plant engineers/designers) to describe plant structures and thereby providing additional help to develop the required applications. Therefore, a graphical modeling language might be adopted.
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